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Board hopes for 40% operating budget hike

By Diane Minlako
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

After receiving a $60 million operating budget for the SIU-Carbondale campus for the current fiscal year, the SIU Board of Trustees has decided to shoot for the sky next year.

At its Friday meeting, the board voted to ask the state legislature for a $84,277,001 capital budget for Carbondale for fiscal year 1974-75, which begins July 1, 1974. The request is a jump of more than $24 million or an increase of more than 40 percent over the current operating budget.

Adding the request for Edwardsville and for the system office, the board asked for a total of about $120 million in operating funds this year. This year, the legislature granted the entire SIU system $92.4 million in operating funds.

The new request, if it makes it through the legislature and past Gov. Dan Walker, would establish a record high for SIU. The previous high was the 1969-70 operating budget of $96.1 million.

The board also asked for $26,211,023 for capital Expenditures at SIU-Carbondale and for the Springfield Medical School campus. For Edwardsville's capital improvements, the board voted to seek $23 million.

SIU-Carbondale will slice up the hopeful new dollars in various ways. Faculty-staff salary increases and anticipated increases in the salaries of student workers will constitute nearly $8.2 million.

President David B. Derge, who explained the budget request to the board, said nearly $8.6 million of the operating budget would go to expanded programs. More than two-thirds of this would go to the School of Medicine. Most of the new programs would be academic.

Some non-academic programs will be funded as well, if the budget request wins approval in Springfield. Among these are a campus pollution control office, upgrading of information processing, and a second studio for WSIU-TV.

The Fairer Humanities Building will share $444,506 in operating funds with two Small Group Housing offices being converted for use by the Law School.

Inflation of expenses and equipment prices in all categories spurred SIU-C to ask for an addition of $500,171 to the operating budget.

SIU-Carbondale's capital budget would be spent to upgrade the East Campus "Blue Barracks" used by the Design Department, to upgrade the 45-year old Parkinson Laboratory, and to improve the 45-year old Women's Gym.

The board also approved a request for $1.4 million in capital funds to build a new service building on McCafferty Road. The building would house the campus Post Office, University Graphics and Printing Service. The SIU Press and University storage and laboratory facilities are already located in two McCafferty Road Buildings.

U.S. Attorney prepares for grand jury

Agnew documents undergo thorough search

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)—Federal investigators sifted through the voluminous records of Vice President Spiro T. Agnew's two years as Maryland governor, Monday as U.S. Atty. George Beall prepared testimony for a special grand jury.

Three agents from Beall's office in Baltimore combed through 130 boxes of subpoenaed documents under lock and key here in the Maryland Hall of Records.

The material range: from office files to official proclamations during Agnew's tenure as a governor from 1967 through 1969. Of special interest was anything involving Agnew's official relationship with contractors and campaign contributors.

A special grand jury in Baltimore is expected to begin taking testimony this week concerning Agnew and a former assistant, Joseph B. Wolff.

Meanwhile, a spokesman for Agnew said the vice president was expected to return to Washington late Monday from a four-day goodwill visit in Palm Springs, Calif.

Agnew flew to the West Coast last week after disclosing he is under investigation by a federal grand jury in the Washington area. The grand jury is looking into possible violation of tax laws, bribery, extortion and conspiracy.

Agnew, in a statement Monday to the Washington Star-News, said he expects to cooperate fully with authorities.

Agnew said the allegations might be "coming from those who have found themselves in very deep trouble...and are fleeing with the idea that they can obtain immunity or reduced charges."

The special grand jury is expected to complete the first phase of its investigation into the activities of Maryland officeholders early this week before it begins hearing evidence related to the vice president.

U.S. reconnaissance planes to be protected after truce

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Pentagon Monday indicated it would act to protect unarmed U.S. reconnaissance and cargo planes if they were fired on after U.S. bombing in Cambodia ends at Tuesday midnight.

However, spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim said the Pentagon would take no military action such as providing armed jet escorts without going to Congress beforehand.

At first, Friedheim spoke only of consulting with Congress. But later he said, "It would be up to Congress to change the law," which bans U.S. combat activities in Indochina.

The Pentagon notified Congress 10 days ago that it intends to continue "unarmed reconnaissance flights for the purpose of gathering intelligence" and "noncombat flights to deliver military assistance and humanitarian supplies" to Cambodia and Laos beyond the bombing cut-off date.

Friedheim said that U.S. reconnaissance flights are necessary "because we have an interest in what is going on" in Cambodia and Laos. He justified this interest on the basis of continued U.S. military aid to the two countries.

About six U.S. cargo planes are arriving at the Phnom Penh airport each day, Friedheim said, indicating he expects this to continue for some time. He did not discuss the number of present or future reconnaissance flights.

"It's not known what the other countries did, but they actually received special consideration and there was an agreement that all military payments would be in the form of contributions to Agnew's political campaigns."

Wolff headed the Maryland roads commission while Agnew was governor and is now an executive with the engineering firm of J. E. Greiner Co. Matz is a partner in the Baltimore engineering consulting firm of Matz, Childs and Associates.

Wolff and Matz are said to be bargaining with the prosecutors for immunity in exchange for their testimony. Both their firms won large consulting contracts while Agnew was governor.

At a news conference last week, Agnew said the allegations might be "coming from those who have found themselves in very deep trouble...and are fleeing with the idea that they can obtain immunity or reduced charges."

The special grand jury is expected to complete the first phase of its investigation into the activities of Maryland officeholders early this week before it begins hearing evidence related to the vice president.

U.S. reconnaissance planes to be protected after truce

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Pentagon Monday indicated it would act to protect unarmed U.S. reconnaissance and cargo planes if they were fired on after U.S. bombing in Cambodia ends at Tuesday midnight.

However, spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim said the Pentagon would take no military action such as providing armed jet escorts without going to Congress beforehand.

At first, Friedheim spoke only of consulting with Congress. But later he said, "It would be up to Congress to change the law," which bans U.S. combat activities in Indochina.

The Pentagon notified Congress 10 days ago that it intends to continue "unarmed reconnaissance flights for the purpose of gathering intelligence" and "noncombat flights to deliver military assistance and humanitarian supplies" to Cambodia and Laos beyond the bombing cut-off date.

Friedheim said that U.S. reconnaissance flights are necessary "because we have an interest in what is going on" in Cambodia and Laos. He justified this interest on the basis of continued U.S. military aid to the two countries.

About six U.S. cargo planes are arriving at the Phnom Penh airport each day, Friedheim said, indicating he expects this to continue for some time. He did not discuss the number of present or future reconnaissance flights.
Houstan death toll rises to 27

The bodies were found on an isolated section of beach near High Island, some 60 miles west of Houston. The 27th body was found just minutes after the 26th. Both were in a common grave.

The nurse and 6 other victims in the Houston case surpassed the previous record, 25 migrant farm workers found slain in California in 1983. The kills were crested and imprisoned in that case.

Mayor Neil Eckert said the proposal was a simple transfer of administrative functions to the city manager. He added the discussion had raised some questions.

Fischer agreed that the ordinance was proposed was no shape to be passed in light of the discussion. He moved it to be stricken. The Councilman agreed to explore the “matter of combining the board with a merit system for all city employees”, Monday night.
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Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The sky is falling on the School of Journalism. Chicken Little's prescription for evacuations through the rooms and corridors of the north wing of the Communications Building is a hard hat and life raft.

After Sunday night's heavy rain, early birds entering the journalism wing found pieces of ceiling tile and puddles of water littering the hallway floors. A druggy section of ceiling in the Daily Egyptian newsroom was admitting a mild flood. The mini-Niagara, which was stopping up the floor, was efficiently washing the paint off a nearby wall.

An S.O.S. call to the Office of Facilities Planning proved futile. No end to the dripping and dropping is immediately in sight, Rino Bianchi, director of facilities planning, said. The money needed to repair the roof—an estimated $25,000—just isn't available, Bianchi said.

The roof of the 53.8 million Stage II section of the Communications Building, which includes the north wing, can't withstand the stress of the enormous weight of the building. Bianchi explained. The Stage II area opened April 1971. Bianchi said, but oversights in its design have caused it to begin leaking.

The architect who created the plans for the Cognimations Building, Walter Bianchi, is a partner at Lund, Bianchi, a Chicago, "didn't conceive that the roof would have these problems," Bianchi said.

Willard Hart, campus architect, explained that the roof según expansion joints installed to accommodate the shrinking and expanding of the roof as the temperature fluctuates. Because of the temperature-dependent changes in the size of the Diamond building, Hart said, the roof has weakened under the strain to the point where major leaks have resulted.

A maintenance man, interviewed while discontentedly vacuuming up a large puddle in a hallway, said the roof has been leaking since three months after Stage II opened. Several requests to the Physical Plant for a repair crew have been made, the maintenance man said, but he was told that "nothing can be done."

The Physical Plant dispatcher, Max Waldron, said Monday he "couldn't say" why the roof hasn't been fixed. Complaints have been received, Waldron confirmed, but repair of the roof has been delayed for reasons; Waldron was unable to cite.

The $25,000 to repair the roof must come from general revenue funds in the University's capital budget, Bianchi said. This year, the capital budget wouldn't stretch that far, he said.

Funds for capital improvements must be approved by the Illinois Board of Higher Education, the Illinois General Assembly and, finally, by Gov. Dan Walker, Bianchi said. The long red tape road will begin with a request in next fiscal year's budget request, Bianchi said. But asking for the money is not the same as getting it.

Until adequate funds materialize, the roof of the nearly $4 million wing of the $80 million mammoth building will continue to drip, drop and disintegrate. "All we can do is just keep mapping it up." Bianchi said.

S. S. Daily Egyptian

Journalism professor named department head at Arkansas

Clifton O. Lawhorne, associate professor of journalism, has been named professor and acting head of the journalism department at the University of Arkansas at Little Rock, it was announced Monday in that city.

His appointment is effective Aug. 27.

Lawhorne received his doctorate at SIU in 1963, then served as chairman of the journalism department at Texas Christian University for two years before returning to SIU in 1967.


Before assuming his doctorate, Lawhorne worked for eight years on the news staff of the Corpus Christi (Tex.) Caller-Times and three years at the Big Spring (Tex.) Herald.
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The great train robbery

Dear Neal:

Neal, how's tricks? Hope the worms haven't gotten to your apples. Ha, ha.

My reason for writing concerns Carbondale. Do you like Carbondale, Neal? Would you like to keep it?

Well, it’ll cost you—probably a dollar for every apple you’ve ever seen. Do you get my message? I’ll come to the point.

If you ever ride the East Side of Carbondale again, you’re going to have to pay—and pay plenty.

Just follow these instructions and you’ll get along fine:

—put half the city treasury in a brown paper bag.

—go up to the University and get all the money collected for parking tickets and fines.

—on the way back, stop at the grocery store and pick up your groceries.

(Get yourself a sandwich while you’re at it, Neal.)

—wrap it all up and send it to me.

I know what you’re thinking—"This is a lot to pay for just the East Side of Carbondale. Do I have to pay this ridiculous ransom? Can they kidnap the East Side?"

Well, take it from one who knows, Neal. The Big Boys don’t kid around when there’s money to be made.

Go book out your office window. See the 9:30 freight out of Poria—the train that comes through town every morning. The one that’s usually gone by 9.

It’s 3 p.m. Neal, and that train sitting outside your office has been there since last Saturday. And it’s not going anywhere.

Unless...

You come up with the little sum we talked about earlier.

That train—and the 12-14 others that come through Carbondale every morning—is engaged in interstate commerce which is regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission in Washington, D.C.

Now I know what you’re going to say—"It’s railway robbery. The ICC’s holding up Carbondale (gaffs at what you can do? Nothing, it’s out of your hands, Neal.

Your city council doesn’t have jurisdiction over that train, so you can’t put a timelimit on how long it blocks those streets. The only way you can get the railroad out of town is for Carbondale to foot the bill for moving it. And that’s a lot of apples, right Neal?"

The Illinois Central Railroad doesn’t want to block those streets—it’s bad for public relations. But unless you sign your payroll and move on down the line, don’t lean on them.

If you don’t want a 10-car freight as your permanent next-door neighbor, you’d better get started on the grocery store.

We can get a train on every crossing in Carbondale—forever. And there’s nothing the city government can do about it.

Carbondale’s being held hostage, Neal, so let’s get going on that ransom.

Have a nice day.

Very sincerely yours,

Nick “Bugs” Fenner
One of the Bogs

Randy McCarthy
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

**Letters**

DE Mr. Amato challenged for "dealing in personalities"

To the Daily Egyptian:

Pride, we are told, is a sin, and must be avoided. However, pride in what one does seems as important as what it is you do. In my case, what I do is theatre. I am proud of it. The master of the Summer Playhouse ’73 company comes from a wide variety of backgrounds and educations, but there is one thing that is common to all of us—the great investment of time and energy in mastering the many crafts of theatre. It must be noted that all members of the summer company are students, and as students, are here to learn. Part of that educational process is evaluating intelligent criticism of the work you do. Applying that criticism to your work is a basic tool for improvement. The “Daily Egyptian” has not given this company that tool this summer.

A theatrical reviewer would seem must accept the wishes of the public, but not in the light of previous work or previous reviews. It is also logical to assume that a theatrical reviewer must have a great deal of applicable knowledge in the performing arts. However, dealing with Mr. Amato intelligently is like bombarding the Viet Cong with B-52’s. They just crawl deeper into their squalid holes only to lean out for a beating. Taking my cue from the American public, who stopped the senseless bombing, I will stop dealing with Mr. Amato intelligently.

The latest forgery into his art of criticism is entitled “PROMISES, PROMISES, just promises.” Indeed, it was promising. Mr. Amato nearly got through his usual distractive ritual by letting the reader fill in the blanks. It was almost as innocuous as the author, but I seems he needed one axe to grind. Not being able to greatly fault the production as a whole, the blood letting was given over to but one actress. He warmed us up for the attack in an article on THE TAVERN in which the same actress’ talents were found to be “disgraceful by high school standards.” But now, she “shreiks her lines without a shred of feeling, understanding, or talent” and “forcing her speaking voice into what sounds like a mating call of a swish bull moose,” whatever that is. Not satisfied with these petty personal slights, he heaps the whole production’s failure on her shoulders, “With one exception, the other performances almost make the trip to the University Theater worthwhile.”

Well, I too can deal in personalities. I would be pleased to use them—Ally Bennet, even though she is disgraceful, shrieking, unfeeling, incapable of understanding, untrained, and is very like a swish bull moose, whatever that is. I am also proud to work in a field that promotes understanding through stimulation.

Then again I suppose that Mr. Amato is proud that he works in his own petty vacuum.

R. Bruce Cameron
Graduate Student, Theater

Who spilled ketchup on this guy’s diploma

To The Daily Egyptian:

When I was a senior at SIU I became quite involved with the University faculty, administration and Board of Trustees via my job covering them as a reporter for the Daily Egyptian.

During that year President Derge attracted considerable attention as a result of his goal of “Academic Excellence” for SIU. This concept, simply defined, means high quality teaching, education and overall University standards and practices.

You can see then how I was mystified by the writing on SIU’s diplomas, one of which I received in July. There, in black and white, academic excellence was not represented. Instead, ignorance of the English language was identified with SIU for parents, graduates and employers to see.

The diploma, conferred upon the graduates by a supposed academically excellent university, reads “The diploma, conferred upon the graduates by a supposed academically excellent university, reads ‘On the recommendation of the President and Faculty, the Board of Trustees, by virtue of the authority vested in them, have conferred upon John Q. Student the degree of Bachelor of Science (or whatever) from Southern Illinois University Carbondale as evidence thereof this eighth day of June, 1973.” It is signed by Derge, the college dean and Ivan A. Elliott, Jr., chairman of the Board of Trustees.

The sentence structure indicates that the antecedent noun, “Board of Trustees,” set in an apposition phrase by commas, is referred to by the plural pronoun in the objective case “them.” If ‘them’ meant President, Faculty and Board of Trustees, as would be the case if they were arranged in a series with a conjunction, the sentence would be correct.

However, because of the working “On the recommendation of the President and Faculty, the Board of Trustees, by virtue of the authority vested in them, have conferred upon John Q. Student the degree of Bachelor of Science (or whatever) from Southern Illinois University Carbondale as evidence thereof this eighth day of June, 1973.” It is signed by Derge, the college dean and Ivan A. Elliott, Jr., chairman of the Board of Trustees.

R. Bruce Cameron
Graduate Student, Theater
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---

Bernard F. Whalen
Copley Newspapers, Inc.
Champaign, Illinois

The Board of Trustees, President Derge, and assorted deans, in this instance, use the collective noun in the plural form in the same manner that Prime Minister Edward Heath, in the style of Westminster, would say, Her Majesty’s Government are.....

---

Editor.
Busting the oil trust

From A Speech In The House
By Representative Joe Blackburn, Republican, Georgia

A report on the petroleum industry released by the Federal Trade Commission on July 6 charges that America's largest companies in petroleum—developing monopolistic trends through possibly illegal combinations, agreements and predatory business practices, by artificial curtailments of crude oil production and refining, and by limiting imports of oil.

The major producers are charged with eliminating the competition of smaller independent companies by driving them out of business and by refusal to transport products of independent producers through jointly-owned big company pipelines. The FTC report concludes such practices have cost the American consumer millions of dollars in artificially increased gasoline prices in recent months.

It details the brutal truth about past efforts to regulate the industry. For instance, the Federal Trade Commission, for more than 20 years, has been continuously examining the marketing practices of the gasoline industry in response to thousands of complaints from Congress, state and local officials as well as the general public. Over 300 formal investigations have been conducted during those years, ranging from charges of price fixing to illegal contracts and conspiracies. But the 18 to 20 major oil companies showed a strange reluctance to disclose their business practices to their own Government. They fought the efforts of the FTC staff to obtain information on their operations, even when subpoenas were issued. They used delaying tactics in the courts.

Despite this praiseworthy effort by the FTC, the trend toward further concentration of power in the industry appears to be accelerating.

An even more frightening aspect of this situation, so far as our future is concerned, is that 33 of these giant companies together own and control 94 per cent of our proven oil reserves.

The FTC report reveals an identical condition of economic concentration in the refining branch of the industry. There are 129 refining companies in the United States. Twenty of these same great corporations who control our crude oil supplies, also own and control more than 80 per cent of our crude oil and gasoline refining capacity. Given the possibility that these 20 firms can sell or withhold from the market 86 per cent of our need for refined products means that the entire American industrial economy could be placed at the mercy of the manipulations of 20 oil companies.

The FTC report describes the gasoline marketing branch of the oil industry as the "most competitive" area, principally because the independent stations can operate in competition against the major branded retail outlets with less capital investment. Here the top 20 companies make only 80 per cent of all gasoline sales in the country, representing 6 per cent less control than they have in production and refining.

Another facet of the industry that is subject to much manipulation are the pipelines. Because of high construction costs, most of our vast, complex interstate network of pipelines which carry 75 per cent of the nation's fuel to market is owned by those same 20 big oil companies, either individually or in partnership with other oil firms.

Despite the fact that pipelines are under federal interstate commerce regulations, it is comparatively easy to bar use of these facilities to small independent refiners by technical excuses. Court cases and hundreds of FTC complaints indicate such excused refiners are barred.

And finally, there are the actions of the state and federal governments themselves which have lessened competition within the industry, such as embargoes on the import of oil, thus limiting the domestic supply of crude from effective foreign competition. The oil depletion tax allowance has worked in various ways to put independent refiner at a disadvantage when competing with a combination producer-refiner.

In summary, the FTC study has found that the industry operates much like a cartel with 15 to 20 integrated firms being the beneficiaries of much federal and state policy. Through embargoes and tax policies, the federal and state governments with force of law do for the major companies that which would be illegal for the companies to do themselves.

The major firms successfully seek to consolidate market power by various exclusionary tactics. These firms attempt to limit the supply of crude available to independent refiners. They likewise control the amount of refined products available to independent wholesalers and retailers. The major producers maintain their domination through control of pipelines, exchange agreements, processing agreements, and price protection coupled with price wars. An elaborate network of devices to deny independent companies access to products has been erected. The resulting system endangers existing independents, makes new entry difficult or impossible and yields serious economic losses to American consumers.

As of May 30, 1973, 1400 gasoline stations had closed this year due to the lack of gasoline and oil. All but a few of these were independents.

Next to the independent marketing companies, the people hardest hit by the present gasoline shortage have been the nonproducing refiners in the industry. Although gasoline consumption has increased 60 per cent over the past 15 years, there has not been one new entrant into the refining business of any size since 1950. There has not been one new refinery built in this country in 12 years despite this increased demand for gasoline. Even those independent refiners already in business have been operating at less than capacity since February of this year. The reason: their inability to get crude oil from the major companies who control the industry.

The purpose of all that I have discussed is to focus the attention of the Congress upon the lack of the operation of a competitive market in the oil industry. In my own opinion, the most serious impediment to genuine competition lies in the concentration of reserves in a relatively few companies, each of which constitutes a vertical monopoly controlling petroleum products from the time of their extraction from the ground up to and including the sale at the retail gasoline pump. Active competition in the industry will exist only when the vertical integration of operations will be prohibited as a matter of law.

The bill which I am submitting to my colleagues will achieve a divestiture of the production phase of the industry from the refining and distribution phases of the petroleum industry so that it will be the explorer who will enjoy the benefit of the oil depletion allowance.

I am proposing that the production, including the exploration for petroleum products should be separated entirely from the other phases of the petroleum industry so that it will be the explorer who will enjoy the benefit of the oil depletion allowance.

To fail to separate the producer from the refiner is to permit a cash flow advantage created by the oil depletion allowance to the combination producer-refiner which does not exist for the independent refiner.
'Irene' a bright conglomeration

By Glenn Amaro
Daily Electrician Staff Writer

The production can be summed up in one word: ridiculous! It isn't to say 'Irene,' which is interrupting its Broadway engagement to begin tomorrow day at the St. Louis Municipal Opera, is an idea. But the summer theater festival, should be dismissed at some length. Both the ragtime music. Peter genaro's choreography, and the cast seems desperate to please—perhaps the star, Debbie Reynolds.

Thank God for the tiny, red-haired Ms. Reynolds. Her voice will never rival Barbra Streisand's, but it's the character and surroundings strictly speaking, she has no character. No fault to be a charming, of-the-cuff-type reading. Her dancing, however, is hokey-in-the-air flourish and, if you haven't gotten the message by now, I'll make it brief by simply calling her 'Irene' was a considerable Broadway hit immediately after World War I in 1919, and perhaps it was felt appropriate to bring it back in triumph at the conclusion of the longest war in American history.

'A Review

Tastes (not to mention wars) have changed since 1919 and, naturally enough, changes had to be made before this revival saw the light of day.

The project was masterminded by Harry Rigby, who was fame for having had the idea to recreateact "No, No, Nanette," and he adapted the original play by the late James M. Barrie. This adaptation a book has been devised by Hugh Warren and Joseph Smith, and one imagines that most of the book is of contemporary provenance.

The music—the original music—is by Harry Tierney, and the lyrics are by Joseph McCarthy. There are additional music and lyrics by Charles B. Raine, Otis Clemens, Jack Lloyd and Walter Harper, all of whom are alive and well. The miracle is that everything hangs together so well—or well enough, at any rate, considering the confusion of talents.

The plot, however, is as base as any provided for a musical written 54 years ago. It concerns Irene (Ms. Reynolds), a spunky Irish piano tuner who lives with her widowed mother in a piano store on Ninth Avenue.

One day (it is presumably 1919, but the fashions seem earlier in the century) she is called out to piano time at the Marshall estate on Long Island. Her business acumen so impresses Donald Marshall, unmarried son of the family, that when he happens to open at a concert with Madame Lucy, who happens to be a man, he makes Irene his business associate. As is bound to happen in this sort of musical comedy relationship, they fall in love.

The music is cheerful with a vengeance. There are parhms, balls and suirees, and everyone is dressed in a happily pretty fashion. The music—"Alice Blue Gown," "They Go Wild, Simply Wild, Over Me," "The Last Part of Every Party," "You Made Me Love You" and the title number—washes into the ear with disarming sentimentality.

It is inevitable to compare 'Irene' with the recent "No, No, Nanette," if only because the former is a clear spin-off from the latter. And "No, No, Nanette" was markedly better in its feel for the sensibilities of its period.

The tone here, music and choreography aside, is often distastefully modern. Director Deems Carter's costume and makeup sense is never very certain, and that certainty is needed for a giddy-happy entertainment the musical has a heavy, unwolyly sex, like a fat little girl at dances class—cute, perhaps, but clumsy. The innocence that underlies true nostalgia is lost in the breathless crunch.

The theater company know what they are doing, and George S. Irving does it best. His interpretation of Madame Lucy is based upon seriousness, intimacy and a better material.

Ruth Warrick, first wife of "Citizen Kane," is lovely and needs more to do as the hero's dippy mother. Carmen Alvarez and James Selle are suitably brash as Irene's Ninth Avenue chums, while Mary McCarty, substituting for an ailing Pasley Kelly, combines the pétitie of a ballroom with the energy of a dynamo as Irene's mother. This critic had an interesting conversation with Irving after Saturday evening's final curtain. After discussing the show's strengths and weaknesses, Irving added that it would never have opened in New York if Chappison hadn't replaced Mr. John Goudie as director.

"The technical aspects of the musical pleased Mr. John," Irving said. "He just couldn't handle it, and the producers were coming to Surrey. Then Chappison suddenly became available, and he began to build up the show together. The company calls him 'Sir Galahad.'"

Asked if he felt Campbell's app
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two radically different views of the constitutional relationship of the presidency to the courts emerge from legal arguments filed in the Watergate court battle over access to White House tape recordings and documents.

The White House argument given to the U.S. District Court Judge John J. Sirica Aug. 7 emphasized the independence of each of the three branches of government.

If the President were forced to respond to a court order, the White House argued, it "would effectively destroy the status of the executive branch as an equal and coordinate element of government."

Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox filed his response Monday and argued that "there is no exception for the President from the guiding principle that the public, in the pursuit of justice, has a right to every man's evidence."

"Even the highest executive officials are subject to the rule of law," argued Cox.

The White House brief said: "The issue here is starkly simple: Will the presidency be allowed to continue to function?"

To which Cox replied, "The presidency can indeed function, strongly and effectively, without the need to set above the law the determination of an instrument that it will be "in the public interest" to withhold material evidence from a grand jury investigating serious charges of criminal misconduct upon the part of his aides."

"To insist on the doctrine of separation of powers," said the White House brief "is by no means to suggest that the President is above the law. The President is accountable under the law, but only in a manner prescribed by the Constitution."

The President becomes subject to court process only after he has been "impeached, convicted and removed from office," said the White House brief.

Cox called it "a false conflict to see the present controversy as a struggle between the powers of the legislature and the judiciary, but a struggle between the President and the courts." He asked the court to decide three questions:

1. "Does the President have the absolute authority to withhold material evidence from a grand jury which asked for the tapes and documents, "merely upon his assertion that he deems production to be against the public interest?"

2. "Can his claim of executive privilege "based on the general interest in the confidentiality of government deliberations" block a grand jury's access to evidence possibly relating to criminal misconduct by high government officials and party leaders?"

3. "Did the President waive any privilege by previous disclosures he himself approved?"

The subpoena was properly directed to the President and the court has the power to enforce it," Cox said.

Cox argued that the President has an "enforceable legal duty" to present the material for the grand jury, and that the authority to determine which evidence should be produced rests with the court.

The White House had argued that under separation of powers the President could not issue orders to effect the reverse is equally true. Cox said that argument misses a crucial point. The executive branch as an equal and coordinate element of government."

"We enjoy a constitutional government of laws and not of men because each branch as acknowledged duties under the functioning of the others. The judicial branch is especially important when the rights and duties of executive officials are at issue."

Rick Upton rides to nowhere during a bicycle (exer-type-cycle) marathon Saturday, sponsored by the Southern Illinois Veteran's Club. The marathon was held to raise money for a children's therapeutic playground in Murphysboro. All toll, the marathon and other collection efforts netted over $400. (Photo by Brian Hendershot)
Women's Center to hold workshop on assertiveness training

A workshop in assertiveness training, as sponsored by the Women's Center, will be from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday in the meeting room at St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church.

Kris Hendrick, University embodiment counselor at the Counseling and Testing Center, will be the speaker.

Ms. Hendrick said the workshop is designed to teach women insight on how they can stand up for their rights and be assertive without being aggressive or obnoxious.

She said a film on assertiveness training made by the American Personnel and Guidance Association will be shown.

The workshop is open to all women from SIU and Carbondale.

Meeting on new Senate plan set

A report reviewing the proposed campus governance document will be presented to the Administrative and Professional Staff Council Tuesday.

Chairman Jack Simmons said he hopes final action can be taken on the document at the next meeting of the Senate.

Reports will be heard on the status of a proposed handbook for administrative and professional staff at the University.

Action on the proposed plan is not expected at the meeting. Simmons said.

The meeting is at 2 p.m. in the second floor conference room of Park Place South.

---

Packers pessimistic on beef freeze lift

Meatpackers made another try Monday to get a court-ordered end to the ceiling on beef prices as Phase 4 went into effect. But the industry sources were not optimistic about the chance of freezing being lifted before the Sept. 13 deadline.

Prices of other foods--particularly dairy products and pork--continued to climb and consumers faced higher bills for a variety of additional items freed from controls as Phase 4 made its debut.

In a suit brought in Seattle, Wash., the Western State Meat Packers association, representing 267 companies in 14 states, asked U.S. District Court Judge Morrell Sharp for an injunction lifting the beef freeze. A spokesman for the American Meat Institute said, however, that even if the ruling were favorable, appeals probably would delay any such action until some later date.

In Illinois, this meant the situation: the ceiling on all foods except beef was lifted July 18 and wholesalers and retailers were allowed to pass on increases in raw agricultural products. Eggs reached $1 a dozen in many areas, increases of up to 33 per cent.

Beef prices remain under a ceiling until Sept. 12, a situation that has drawn complaints from the meat industry and created some shortages as cattlemen withhold livestock from market.

Producers of nonfood items began applying for permission to institute price hikes that were stalled by the earlier freeze. Under the Phase 4 regulations, large manufacturers must give the Govt. of Living Council 30 days notice of any planned price hike. This means, in effect, that most prices won't actually go up until Sept. 12.

---

DAILY EGYP TIAN CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM

All ads in the Egyptian are 2x3 inches. Deadline is 2 p.m. for Tuesday editions.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

City: ____________________________ State: ____________ Zip: __________________

Phone: __________________________

Name of Advertiser: __________________________

Type of Ad: __________________________

First Day: ________

Last Day: ________

Rate: _____ per line

Run: ________

Services: __________________________

Date: ________

Phone: __________________________

---

Dally Egyptian Classified Advertising Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 DAY (12 lines maximum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 DAYS (Consecutive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 DAYS (Consecutive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DAYS (Consecutive)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deadline: 2 days in advance, 2 p.m.

---

EUGENE WOOD, chairman of the Agricultural Industries Department, and Thomas Sitt, associate professor, are participating in a meeting of the Illinois Vocational Association in Chicago Monday through Wednesday.

Sitt also will be in Springfield Thursday and Friday to confer on community college curriculums in vocational agriculture and technical education of the Illinois Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation. The meeting will be about Sitt's study of "pre-service training in environment," funded in part by grants from the Division.

Brockman Schumacher, coordinator of rehabilitation counselor training in the Rehabilitation Institute, has been re-elected president of the Council on Rehabilitation Education for 1973-74.

The Council is a national group composed of five major professional organizations in rehabilitation. The primary purpose of the group is the development of accreditation procedure for rehabilitation counselor training programs and the implementation and coordination of programs for the improvement of rehabilitation counselor education.

Ronald J. Hanson, assistant professor of agricultural industries, presented a research paper on off-farm job incomes for low-farm-income farmers of Illinois at a professional meeting in Edmonton, Canada, last week.

His report was to joint meetings of the American Agricultural Economics Association, the Canadian Agricultural Economics Association, and the Western Agricultural Economics Association. Sessions were at the University of Alberta in Edmonton.

Hanson's paper title was, "Off-Farm Income as a Factor in the Improvement of Low Farm Income Farmers."

---

Edward and Marcia Donnerstein of Department of Psychology have published an article entitled "Variables in Interracial Aggression: Potential. Ingroup Censure" in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. The study is part of a research program designed to investigate factors involved in negative intercultural behavior.

---

Testing, testing...

Frank Mazzocco, a major in radio-television, experiments with some of the new broadcasting equipment on display Monday.

The gear, housed in a special van, was brought to campus by Telemation Midwest, Inc. (Photo by Brian Hendershot)

---

Packing press...
GREASED LIGHTNING

"says for fast results
rush over to
the
Daily
Egyptian
and get your classified in."

Daily Egyptian, August 14, 1973, Page 9
former SIU athlete flees N.C. prison

HENDERSONVILLE, N.C. (AP)—Charles F. (Rocky) Rothschild, a former Cairo, Ill., policeman and SIU athlete whose dramatic confession to a Georgia murder in 1958 saved a Twice convicted housepainter from execution, has escaped from prison.

North Carolina prison officials said Rothschild, 40, who was serving a life sentence for first-degree burglary after being paroled five years ago from a life term in Georgia, had gotten out of the Hendersonville prison on Aug. 4 to meet his son.

Camp Sgt. J. E. Basie described Rothschild as a “model prisoner” and said the inmate and a man from the community accompanying him went to a public restaurant before going on to a motel where the son was expected. Basie said a man drove up, identified himself as Rothschild’s son, Ricky, and the pair left.

Something later the real Ricky Rothschild appeared.

There was no information Monday at Rothschild’s whereabouts, but a bulletin on him was being circulated to law enforcement agencies across the nation.

Rothschild was in prison at Columbus, S.C., July 4, 1958, when he signed a statement saying he killed a 46-year-old merchant at his home in Jefferson, Ga., June 19, 1956. He was given a life term a month later.

The confession spared the life of James Fulton Foster of Greer, S.C., who was appealing his second conviction for the murder of the merchant, Charles H. Drake Sr.

WSIU-FM

Tuesday morning, afternoon and evening programs scheduled on WSIU-FM.


1 - Afternoon Concert with Larry Richardson; 4 - All Things Considered; 5 - Music in the Air.

6:30 - The Evening News Report; 7 - Plus Breaking World; 7:15 - In Black America; 8 - Evening Concert; 9 - The Pedestrian; 10:30 - The Late Evening News Report; 11 - Night Songs.

WSIU-TV

Tuesday afternoon and evening programs scheduled on WSIU-TV.

4 - Sesame Street; 5 - The Evening Report; 5:30 - Masterpiece Neighborhood; 6 - The Electric Company; 6:30 - The Pink Floyd: An hour concert by one of England’s experimental rock bands.

7 - 30 - The Chinese Way; “Beef Vegetable” Titus Chan explains that the Chinese prefer to cut beef into thin slices and serve it with herbs or vegetables; 8 - International Performance; “A Tribute to Beethoven.”

Marking the composer’s 200th birthday; 8 - Summer Cinema; “The Phantom President” (1921).

Activities

Tuesday, Aug 14

Placement and Proficiency Testing: 8 a.m.-2:30 p.m., Morrison Library-Auditorium.

New Student Orientation: 9 a.m. - 11 a.m., Student Center.

Tour train leaves from front of Student Center at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Black Walnut Symposium: Meeting, 11 a.m., Student Center Ballrooms A, B, C.

Recreation and Intramurals: 1-4 p.m., SIU Arena; 1-6 p.m., Cam pus beach and boat dock; 8-10 p.m., Pulliam pool, gym, weight room and activity room.

Egyptian Knights Chess Club: Meeting, 7 p.m.-closing; Student Activities Rooms C and D.

Judo Club: Beginning Class, 7 p.m., SIU Arena.

Crisis Intervention Service: Got a problem? Lonely? Need to talk? Call us—we can help. Phone 457-3386, 8 p.m.-2 a.m. nightly.

Campus Crusade for Christ: Meeting 7:30 p.m.-closing; Student Activities Rooms A and B.

Professional Tennis Instruction

WORLD TENNIS

is coming to the Carbondale area for 2 one-week sessions:

Aug. 20-24, Aug. 27-31; only $25.00

For one week of instruction

Two hour sessions of instruction.

Top instruction from New Zealand, USA

For each court

Individual stroke correction

In singles and doubles play

Ball throwing machines

This is the best instruction possible at any price. If you or your child doesn't learn to play better tennis...it's our fault.

Contact 385-1829 Evenings
Nicklaus wins PGA for 14th major victory

By Bob Green
Associated Press Golf Writer

CLEVELAND (AP) — He said it with a smile and in a normal tone of voice, but something he said or omitted made it clear he still has golfs worlds to conquer.

"I hope to win quite a few more. I'm certainly not done yet," said Jack Nicklaus, trying to sort out his emotions in the aftermath of his record 14th major championship, made it clear that he still has golfs worlds to conquer.

His victory in the PGA National Championship was his 13th major tournament. It broke the late, legendary Bobby Jones record of 12. His victory also was the 12th in a major professional championship. It broke the 19,800 club record of 11.

"I have things to prove to myself," said the 33-year-old Nicklaus.

For years, the comparisons have been drawn between Nicklaus and the immortal Jones. Now they will be analyzed even more closely.

Nicklaus built his 14 on this title-accumulation: Masters, 4; U.S. Opens, 8; British Opens, 2; PGAs, 3; U.S. Amateurs, 2.

Jones' record was: U.S. Opens, 4; British Opens, 3; British Amateurs, 1; U.S. Amateurs, 5.

Jones, an attorney, never turned pro and thus never played in the PGA. He founded the Masters after his retirement from competition in 1930.

There are those who argue that six of Jones' victories came in major championships, not now ranked among the four majors.

"When Jones was winning," said Fred Corcoran, one of the game's keenest observers and head of the International Golf Association, "the amateur championships were major tournaments because of the caliber of the players. They were capable of winning the U.S. Opn. Jones won it. Francis Ouimet won it. Johnny Goodman won it.

"Yes, comes the response from a pro who asked his name not be used. "I suppose Nicklaus had stayed an amateur," he said. "I don't have 24 more shots at amateur titles. How many of those do you think he's won?"

The argument can go on indefinitely.

Handball, canoe race end summer intramural action

The summer intramural sports program ended Saturday with the completion of the two-man canoe race and the men's handball tournament.

The canoe race, held Saturday at Lake-on-the-Campus, featured two events. Mike Pick and Greg Remmer outdistanced Bob Hinkle and Dave Kramer to win the two-man race in 1:56.0 seconds.

In the mixed-couple race, Pat Hartlage and Dale Schwalber beat the team of Peggy Siefert and Bob Florek in the time of 2:05.1.

Bob Bussell, Norton Heatley, Mike Richard- son 92-1, 21-16, and 21-19 to take the men's singles handball title Friday. In the women's singles, Kay Dolev, Mary Spackman and Max Oelschlager upset the pair to beat Lee Hughart and Tom Mines 21-14 and 21-5.

Although this completes intramural competition for the summer quarter, the intramural facilities will remain open for the remainder of the 11-week session.

Gymnasts leave for Russia meet

The World University Game, gymnastics team concluded its training camp at SUU with an intra-squad meet Thursday.

The meet, was held at the SUU Arena, included female candidates for the trip to Moscow and provided coach Rusty Mitchell, University of Utah, with an opportunity to put his team through a variety of routines.

Erne, a freshman, tied for the best record of 9.5.

Results of the competition were: John Crosby, 9.5. (So. Conn. (54). 40: Gary Morava (SUU) 54:00. 39: Doug New, New Mexico 53:30. Jim Stephenson (Iowa State) 52:45. Jay Whelan (So. Conn.) 31:10. 30: Doug Carter (Loyola) 14:46.

Individual event winners were Matt Halloway of South Carolina 9.3 pommed horse; Crosby 9.5. Skill rings; Matt Andrus of Ohio State 9.5 parallel bars; and Crosby 9.5. horizontal bar.

The team departed for Moscow Friday to compete there against international competition.

No handicap

Football with one arm?

BARBOURSVILLE, Va. (AP) — People here don't think of Steve Combs as a good one-armed football player. He's a good football player who happens to be one-armed.

A starter on Barbourville High School's traditionally strong Pirate team and last year's state champion, the 6-foot, 200-pound junior was born without a left hand. His left arm extends to the elbow.

Steve has spent his life proving that having one arm has no effect on athletic achievements. He has excelled in swimming, baseball and wrestling and participated in basketball several years ago.

"Football is my first love," Steve said after a long workout in 86-degree weather. "I don't know what I did if I couldn't play."

Steve played an offensive tackle and defensive end last season. Steve will play both ways at tackle this year.

"Steve's not out there because I feel sorry for him," Pirate Coach Don Allen said. "He wants to do the job for us. He's an outstanding blocker and I doubt if we've got anybody tougher on the team. He really sticks you."

For his size, Steve is blessed with good speed. He has run the 40-yard dash in 4.8 seconds.

"Steve's no one to pick," said a former teammate as he watched a practice session. "Just feel sorry for the guy who has to play in front of him.

Alumni Club golf outing scheduled

The Jackson County Alumni Club and the Saluki Athletic Club will hold a golf outing Sept. 7 at the Crab Orchard Golf Course.

Tee-off times will run from 8:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The event will feature a fish fry dinner and prizes will be awarded.

The event will kick off the 1973-74 intercollegiate athletic program and SUU athletic Director, Doug Weaver, and his coaching staff will attend.

Registration deadline is Monday and will be restricted to the first 150 men or women to sign up. Those interested should contact J. King of Alumni Services or the Jackson County Alumni Club. Price for golf and dinner is $7.50.

Secretariat scratches from Saratoga race

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. (AP) — A common cold will keep the royalty of thoroughbred racing, Triple Crown winner Secretariat out of Saturday's Travers at Saratoga and may jeopardize his scheduled Sept. 15 match race with Meadow Stable stablemate Riva Ridge.

Trainer Lucien Laurin said Monday that Secretariat would remain at Saratoga until he was fully recovered at the rough and slight fever contracted by several other thoroughbreds at the track.

Laurin's announcement lent credence to a belief in some circles that the 3-year-old colt was not up to 100 per cent performance in the Aug. 4 Whitney Stakes when he was upset by Onion.